Node.js Developer (m/w/d) wanted!

What awaits you?

- Implementation of sophisticated web-based solutions
- Design and discussion of new product enhancements within the team
- Exciting and varied tasks in which responsibility and team spirit count
- Constant exploration and use of new technologies

What should you ideally bring with you:

- Good knowledge of Node / Express.js / JavaScript
- Profound knowledge of SQL, databases (migrations, persistence, backups)
- Experience with REST interfaces
- Experience with frontend and Angular
- Studies in information technology, computer science or similar experience
- Fluent German and very good English skills

What we offer you:

- Product portfolio and experience with customers in over 100 countries
- Independent work and plenty of space for your own ideas
- Fast transfer of responsibility
- A high-growth and international IT environment with individual funding
- A motivated, diverse, international and unique team with flat hierarchies and quick decision-making processes
- Our ingenious product that is user-friendly, future-oriented and appealing and that you can use yourself
- A central workplace that is only 5 minutes away from Europaplatz
- A always filled fruit basket and a coffee flat

Who we are:

Zenkit is the cloud platform that you can use to organize everything. Since its launch in 2017, Zenkit has been regarded as one of the most exciting software projects in the world press (including Techcrunch, Forbes). Convince yourself!

Axonic Informationssysteme GmbH is behind Zenkit. Axonic is a software manufacturer from Karlsruhe with over 50,000 customers from more than 130 countries.

We have aroused your interest? Then just send us an email to jobs@zenkit.com.

WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO MEET YOU!